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R-Controlled Vowels

 to too two principal principle 
 sale sail pair pear pare 
 your you’re cent scent sent

1.  Byron _____________ the package through the mail. 

2.  Form a line _____________ the right of the desk.  

3.  Will you please _____________ the potatoes? 

4.  Is that _____________ coat?  

5.  A good ________________ is to always treat others as you want to be 
 treated.

6.  Excel Sporting Goods is having a _____________ this weekend.  

7.  The Bailors have _____________ children.

8.  A penny is worth one _____________.  

9.  ______________ wrong about what caused the �re.

10.  My dad bought me a _____________ of boots. 

Write the correct homophone to complete each sentence.  Each word is 
used once, but NOT every word is used.

Homophones 
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Write a summary of the following passage.  Use at least four sequence 
words to help your reader.   

John Lea and William Perris opened a store in Worcester, England in 1823.  
They mixed chemicals to give to people who felt ill.  They also made any 
mixture a customer asked for.  In 1836, Arthur Sandys asked the 
men to make a sauce.  He had tasted it in India and had the recipe.

John and William followed the recipe exactly.  It used anchovies.  
They are tiny �sh.  The men poured the sauce into two barrels.  One 
barrel was for Arthur.  The other was theirs.  The pair tasted the 
sauce.  They thought it was awful.  They told Arthur they had failed.

The men left their barrel in the basement.  A year later they opened it.  They 
tasted it again, and it was great!  What had happened?  The sauce had 
fermented.  That means that the sugar in it had turned to alcohol.  Yeast and 
bacteria cause things to ferment.  This process had made the sauce delicious. 

John and William named it Worcestershire sauce.  They grew rich selling it.  
Today it is popular around the world. 

First,
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